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Abstract 
 

Sustainable power source Resources plays a loaded with life job in remaining 

against warming and scale back the use of standard vitality sources. Half 

breed frameworks formed by joining the RES are efficient nearly. The goal 

of this paper is to outfit endurable force for boondocks and far spots with 

cross breed arrangement of structure. The implied framework represents the 

DFIG and PV. In PV frameworks, the board component is significant for 

raising the presentation. This paper proposes a half and half control method 

of PI and Fuzzy Logic Control framework actualized for keeping up steady 

MPPT voltage and Inverter side. AFLC Controller gives snappy reaction and 

higher effectiveness contrasted with Fuzzy and PI controllers. The DFIG has 

controllers Grid-Side Management (GSC) and Rotor-Side Control (RSC). 

The Fuzzy Logic Controller and AFLC procedures are the appraised rotor 

speed and DC-interface voltage are directed by RSC and GSC through PI. 

Reproduction considers performed by the executive strategies, THD 

investigation is done. 
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Management, Renewable Energy Sources, Wind Energy Conversion System. 
 

1 Introduction 
 
 Sustainable power source along with solar, wind, tidal, Hydro, 

geothermal, refused inferred fuel and cell energies is property, reusable and 

ecologically well-disposed and clean. With the expanding deficiency in 

petroleum derivatives, and contamination issues sustainable power source 

has become an essential vitality gracefully. Wind vitality is the snappiest 

developing and most encouraging sustainable power source flexibly among 

them in light of financially suitable. During most recent twenty years, the 

high infiltration of wind turbines inside the network has been firmly 

identified with the headway of the turbine innovation and accordingly the 

methodology of the best approach to the board.  

 

1.1 Wind Energy Storage System 
 

 Exploited the most varieties in WECS innovation are in electrical style 

and wind vitality framework speak to an idea power innovation that is 

generally underneath the board. At present, for the most part 2 styles of 

WECS for colossal breeze turbines exist. The fundamental one may be a 

variable speed WECS that awards variable speed movement over an 

outsized, at any rate despite everything restricted, expand. Such a WECS 

fundamentally uses a DFIG as shown in figure 1 with the mechanical 

windings related on to the 3 area consistent - repeat framework and besides 

the rotor windings related with a partial back to back converter. The 

consecutive force converters of rating around 25-30% of intensity utilization 

misuse of this sort of WECS high gracefully controllability, sander lattice 

connection and most force extraction of the generator ability SST are made 

out of primarily power physical science based for the most part components 

can even be seen as a sort of intensity gadget. These gadgets are compelling 

in charge the greatness of voltage, current or recurrence in sync with the 

apparatus astute necessities. 

  

 
 

Figure 1 DFIG Energy System 
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1.2 Literature Review 
 

 There are many developments have been developed for wind turbine in 

recent year. In that DFIG is most studied one [1]. In this proposed method 

different control technique is developed. Instead of control rotor V and I here 

rotor flux, magnitude and angle directly controlled. To achieve this hysteresis 

controller was developed. MPPT is technique which is used to bring about 

maximum power from the wind turbine. From author [2]-[4] different MPPT 

techniques (like I&C method, Hill Climbing and P&O) are discussed. By 

concluding this P&O has a better efficacy compared to traditional MPPT 

algorithms.  Fuzzy Logic and Neural network also implemented to test 

MPPT power of wind turbine. Sensor less hybrid MPPT method was 

discussed in [5]. [6], [7] and [8] was studied about standalone hybrid RES.  

In [6] wind and Fuel energy both are integrated. Here two level control 

system was guided to achieve energy management and power regulation. 

Better SOC model was developed for even unsavory wind conditions. The 

hybrid AC and DC control technique was [7] introduced for DSWI (Dual 

Stator Winding Induction Generator). [8] S. Kim et all developed a low-pass 

introduced for power averaging. A modified hysteresis-control strategy was 

introduced for battery power conversion. F.U. Syed et all [9] introduced 

Fuzzy integrated PI control technique to improve Power and Speed Behavior 

for Hybrid vehicle. R. Singh [10] was explained 4 different configurations. 

Excess energy, RES fraction, energy generation ratio, power supply loss 

probability, and annual maintenance cost. 

 Optimal scheduling algorithm was demonstrated and tested [11] in to 

power efficiency power supply to grid. Interleaved three port converter was 

designed [12] and analyzed. PSO control algorithm [13] is used in energy 

management. The control operation and simulation results also discussed 

with existing works.           

       Author [14] explained the merits of integrating ultra-capacitor in dc link 

system. Power quality improved gird inter connected inverter model (UPQC) 

was discussed in [15]. The dynamic behavior of DFIG wind generator was 

improved [16] by controlling stator flux voltage. In [17] Multi-Objective 

Partial Swarm Optimization Algorithm model was studied and also load 

stability performance was evaluated. Fuzzy logic control technique was 

proposed in [18] and it discusses about various performance under variable 

wind speed operation. Devarajan et all [19] constructed super capacitor in 

hybrid  PV  and  wind  power  generation.  Author   explained about SOC 

model for stand-alone PV grid inter connected system. 

 The organization of paper as followed by below: section 2 explains about 

basic configuration of DFIG wind generator. Section 3 examines about 

proposed apative fuzzy logic conteol system. Section 4 gives the detailed 

about simulation block and its results. Section 5 explains about hardware 

prototype  

 
 



 
 

 

 

 

 

explanation. Section 5 concludes theadative fuzzy logic control system 

advanatages over exsitng control system. 

 

2 Basic Configuration of DFIG 
 

 Wind power is partner degree wild asset, which, when joined with the 

character of wind acceptance generators simply like the fixed-speed squirrel 

confine enlistment generator (SCIG), makes for a troublesome incorporation 

of colossal WFs into the lattice, altogether regarding dependability and force 

quality. To manage this issue, utilities ordinarily got the chance to introduce 

receptive force remuneration gadgets, similar to static compensators 

(STATCOMs). For sure, a larger than usual increment power electrical 

gadget is basic to interface the low voltage generator to the dissemination 

framework, in addition as any STATCOM utilized in the framework. 

 The SST is normally made out of a high voltage AC/DC rectifier that 

manages a high-voltage dc transport (and air conditioning voltage once for 

receptive force remuneration), partner separated high-recurrence worked 

dc/dc gadget to control the optional dc transport, and a dc/air conditioning 

electrical converter to control the yield terminal air conditioning voltage. A 

high-voltage and dynamical SST that might be interfaced with the 

dissemination framework is moreover entrusting with dynamic innovation. 

Different advances are being examined and will be workable for this high-

voltage and dynamical application, as cutting edge power gadget.  

 The exploitation strong state electrical gadget will adequately takes out 

the voltage vacillation while not further responsive force compensator. Its 

first stage might be a three stage bidirectional air conditioning/dc 

transformation which may even be used in the dc/air conditioning power 

change stage as depicted. Its dc/dc stage is exemplified by a twin dynamic 

scaffold (DAB) gadget that speaks to the preeminent connecting with 

possibility for dynamic-applications requiring detachment, since it will 

perform zero-voltage move during a wide activity change. 

 Figure 2 demonstrates that basic configuration of DFIG system.  The sun 

based cluster power is acquired; this voltage is ventured up to high voltage 

DC exploitation DC-DC gadget. This is frequently planned as a shut circle 

controller exploitation emblematic rationale based generally controller, 

representative rationale controller is basically a standard based boss. The 

FLC grants one to utilize a control system communicated inside the sort of 

etymological principles for the meaning of partner degree programmed the 

executive procedure. Here we will in general achieve a decent range of info 

voltage. That the Boost DC to DC gadget will do the best however the info 

sun based vitality descends past a power level. From the breeze vitality the 

AC got is first reawakened into DC utilizing a rectifier circuit. Later this 

voltage is ventured up to high voltage DC utilizing DC-DC gadget. So as to 

connect the yield of those force sources to the network it's to be as of now 

modified  
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for inverter style again we will in general use controller alluded to as 

dangerous mode controller The elusive mode the executives procedure has 

been wide utilized for vigorous administration of nonlinear frameworks. The 

fundamental preferred position of dangerous mode the board is solidness 

against organized and unstructured vulnerabilities.  

 

 
 

Figure 2 Conventional Block Diagram 

 

 The framework perpetual quality properties are found out exclusively 

during the tricky part. It needn't be exact and won't be touchy to boundary 

varieties that go into the administration channel. 

 

3 Proposed Method 
 

 Sustainable power source Resources assumes a fiery job in remaining 

against warming and cut back the use of run of the mill vitality sources. 

Hybrid system designed by consolidating the sustainable power sources is 

efficient nearly. The aim of this paper is to outfit acceptable force for 

wilderness and faraway spots with cross breed arrangement of plan. The 

alleged framework as shown in figure 3 exemplifying DFIG and PV based 

for the most part wind turbine. In universes, the executive’s component is 

vital for up the exhibition. Accommodating numerical rationale Controller 

gives fast reaction and higher Doctor of Theology contrasted with Fuzzy and 

PI controllers. In plot, MPPT can extend yield power worth. The DFIG has 2 

controller’s generator side  



 
 

 

 

 

 

control (GSC) and rotor side control (RSC) through PI the numerical 

rationale controller and AFCL techniques. The evaluated rotor speed and dc 

connect voltage which is managed by RSC and GSC. 

 In this work figure3, partner AFLC is utilized to acknowledge fast 

reaction with adjustment in wind speed. Reproduction results show that the 

anticipated AFLC controller furnishes snappy reaction in examination with 

PI and fuzzy rationale controller. From results it's found that there have been 

network current and lattice voltages are improved once AFLC is utilized. 

Figure 3 Proposed Block Diagram 

  
3.1 Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Controller 
 
 The learning ability is presented for the deliberate style method for fuzzy 

semantic controllers with adjustment. The arranging is predicated on 

soundness and order of distinguishing proof and the executives. Beginning 

conditions for the climate of a fuzzy enrolment capacities are acquired by 

partner disconnected fuzzy group framework with huge vulnerability. 

 In figure4 the fuzzy distinguishing proof learning rule model presented 

refreshes the participation capacities on the activity part of the establishments 

and accordingly the fuzzy administration derivation calculation figures fuzzy 

control data. This AFLC approach ensures the relentlessness assembly and 

robustness of MPPT DC interface voltage. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 AFLC Control Structure 
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3.2 MPPT Control Technique 
 

 A run of the mill sun powered battery changes over exclusively 30-40% of 

the episode solar illumination into electrical vitality. Most electric outlet 

interest strategy is utilized to help the strength of the sun oriented battery. As 

per most Power Transfer hypothesis, the office yield of a circuit is most 

when the venin electrical wonder of the circuit (source impedance) matches 

with the heap impedance. Thus our drawback of interest the MPPT decreases 

to relate degree electrical marvel coordinating drawback. In the gracefully 

viewpoint we tend to are utilizing a boost converter associated with a sun 

oriented battery to strengthen the yield voltage all together that it might be 

utilized for different applications like engine load. The shut circle helps 

convertor reasonable to coordinate the flexibly electrical wonder there upon 

of the heap electrical marvel. Figure 5 represent MPPT based closed loop 

converter design to attain constant DC link Voltage. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 MPPT Structure 

 

3.3 H-Bridge Inverter 
 

 The H bridge inverter comprises of 4 MOSFET switches sw1 sw2 sw3 

and sw4 as in figure 6 the reversal of dc source to air conditioning happens 

by working two switches at a specific time. An AND activity is utilized 

between two arrangements of square wave signs and two arrangements of 

sinusoidal heartbeat width balance signs to encourage the reversal procedure. 

The MOSFETs SW1 and SW4 structure the main gathering while MOSFETs 

SW2 and SW3 structure the second. These are the 2 gatherings of 4 

arrangements of exchanging signal. The method of activity of switches is as 

per the following 1 when the SW1 and SW4 are open the heap voltage will 

be equivalent to the helped voltage +vdc when the SW1 and SW3 are open 

the heap voltage will be equivalent to zero. At the point when the switches 

SW1 and SW2 are open, the circuit is short and the condition is known as 

shoot-through 4 The heap voltage will be equivalent and inverse to the 

supported voltage from the DC converter (-Vdc) at whatever point the 

switches SW2 and SW3 are open When  
                      



 
 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

the switches SW2 and SW1 are open, the heap voltage will be equivalent to 

zero 6. At the point when the switches SW2 and SW4 are open, the circuit is 

short and the condition is known as shoot-through. 

 
Figure 6 H-Bridge Diagram 

 

4 Simulation Results and Discussion 
 

 The proposed DFIG model were simulated and tested in Mat lab platform. 

So as to reflect the 3 types of running condition of the generator sets, that 

grasp activity, simultaneous activity and in this manner the super-coordinated 

activity, the second-request wind speed model of doubly-took care of wind 

turbine is utilized in re-enactment. Wind speed is 4m/s before one.5s, bounce 

to 6m/s at one.5s and hop again to ten m/s at 2s. The excitation recurrence of 

DFIG is should have been ready to reflect the alteration of the rotor, and once 

the recurrence of DFIG and hence the recurrence of rotor is else along, it'll 

everlastingly be the recurrence of system synchronization. On account of the 

administration of catching most wind vitality, when the breeze speed 

changes, the mechanical precise speed of the turbine is reliably acclimated to 

deal with best tip speed quantitative connection, along these lines on arrive at 

most wind vitality usage.  

 Figure7, 8 and 9 displays the solar; wind energy conversion and DC-DC 

converter model that are designed in mat lab Simulink. In solar block PV 

array is utilized as we set initial temperature and radiance as step input. 

According to the MPPT control block V& I feedback is taken from solar 

array and it tracks the maximum power out form solar cell. Then single 

switch boost converter designed to get maximum DC link voltage. In Figure 

7 wind energy block permanent magnet synchronous generator was used. 

Here fixed constant duty cycle PWM block is used to track MPPT power 

from wind turbine system. 
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Figure 7 Solar Block 

 

 
Figure 8 Wind Block Simulink Model 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Converter Model 

 

 
Figure 10 Inverter Model 

 

ABC-DQ transformation (in figure 10) was proposed in inverter control 

section. To provide effective PWM control signal SVPWM modulation 

scheme were introduced. 6 switches three phase inverter is designed. The 

whole control system could be controlled by adaptive fuzzy logic controller.  
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Figure 11 DC Link Voltage Responses 

 

Figure 11 represent the DC link voltage after MPPT system applied to 

the system. Modified P&O algorithm was developed for MPPT control 

system.by analyzing different MPPT control techniques which gives better 

efficiency and reliability of the system. 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Grid Three Phase Output Waveform 

 

Figure 12 result justifies that the proposed control system has given a 

better performance in term of power quality even under various load 

conditions. The proposed inverter was produced pure sine wave and which 

has a less ripples only. The THD distortion is well below 3% efficiency. 
 



 
 

 

 

 

5 Hardware Description 
 
 In this proposed hardware experiment the hybrid renewable sources like 

12V 5W solar panel and the 12V 20W dc geared motor for the battery 

charging purpose with the rating of 12V 5 Ah. The constant MPPT voltage 

can be obtained by closed loop control system. The Fly back inverter with 

the rating of 100W is designed with the ferrite core and the IRF540 N-

channel mosfet for the inverting process the SG3525 controller is connected 

to the inverter and the MPPT controller for the PWM generation. The 

proposed hardware was developed for max rating of 300 watts capacity. the 

PIC16F877A controller which has adaptive fuzzy logic controller threshold 

level based on that threshold level the PIC controller will control the overall 

performance of the hardware setup. Figure 13 demonstrate the proposed 

hardware prototype. 

 

 
 

Figure 13 Hardware Prototype 

 

6 Conclusion 
 

In this work, Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Control is utilized to achieve quick 

reaction with change in wind speed. Re-enactment results show that the 

arranged AFLC controller gives fast reaction looked at PI and representative 

rational controller. From results it's discovered that there have been THD for 

network current and framework voltage are improved once AFLC is utilized. 

The immediate force is portrayed for a DFIG wind vitality framework is an 

elective demonstrating and controller configuration approach dependent on 

the thought. The stage voltage and flows can be handily determined for the 

waveforms of intensity parts stay flawless for various reference outlines Thus  
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the improvement of power of the control framework is the encourages to 

actualize of the controllers. In this way the input factors are free of segments 

for the proposed framework can be possibly used to rearrange the control 

issues of wind vitality framework under an uneven condition. In this manner 

the time area reproduction of an investigation arrangement of DFIG wind 

vitality framework approach is checked. The greatest power and keep up the 

dc-interface voltage of the converter paying little heed to unsettling 

influences because of changes in genuine and receptive force references is 

the re-enactment results show in this manner the control plan can effectively 

follow the rotor speed reference. 
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